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15 often angry and resentful

2

often has difficulty to fall sleep at bedtime

16 often actively opposes or refuses to comply with adults' requests or rules

3

twitches (movements or noises)

17 often has a hard time staying quiet in games or recreational activities

4

often has difficulty to sustain his or her attention at work or while playing
games

18

5

often argues with what is said by adults

19 often lies to obtain things or favors or to escape obligations

6

often seems not to be listening when directly addressed

20 often seems sad or depressed

7

often gets angry

21 often has difficulty awaiting his or her turn

8

often does not follow through on instructions and is not able to complete his
or her homework or household chores

22

9

often talks excessively

23 is often susceptible or easily annoyed by others

often "on the move" (in action) or often acts as if was mounted on springs
(cannot stay in place)

often interrupts or intrudes on others (eg bursts into conversations or
games)

10 often is anxious or nervous about certain things

24 often blames others for his or her mistakes or bad conduct

11 often blures out answers before questions have been completed

25 often fidgets with hands or feet or squirms in his or her seat

12 often has difficulty organizing homework or activities

26 often bothers others deliberately

13 often starts fights

27 is often nasty or vindictive (wanting revenge)

14 frequently forgetful in daily activities

28

often gets up from seat in classroom or in other situations when remaining
seated is expected

Significantly

often fails to pay attention to details or makes careless errors in homework
or other activities

Little

1

Moderately

Check "does not apply" if you find that the child does not have the
characteristics of the statement described, or any of the other
columns if you find that the statement is little, moderately or
significantly applicable to the child or adolescent

Does not apply

Significantly

Little

Moderately

Does not apply

Check "does not apply" if you find that the child does not have the
characteristics of the statement described, or any of the other
columns if you find that the statement is little, moderately or
significantly applicable to the child or adolescent
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